1. Remove vent from vehicle.

2. Use a small screwdriver to release 8 clips holding trim piece to housing.

3. Use a screwdriver to remove vent slat assembly from vent housing.

4. Use side cuts to remove bottom two slats as shown.
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5. Feed ribbon cable through slats as shown.

6. Install display into slat assembly ensuring that tabs are lined up correctly.

7. Glue display into place by placing glue on both tabs where shown.

8. Feed cable through vent housing as shown.

9. Roll vent all the way forward and ensure cable is routed as shown. (This will ensure that you have enough slack to move vent through full range of motion)
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You can now reinstall into vehicle.

10b Pull foam away from vent as shown.

11 Fold ribbon cable around back of vent housing and glue foam back in to place.

12 Reinstall slat assembly into vent housing.

13 Reinstall trim on to vent housing.
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